



























Simulations – translation 








Simulated correction sequence showing parabolic axial figure profile before (top left) 
and after 3 stages of correction using a beam of FWHM = 14mm, 5.2 mm and 1.7 mm 
respectively. The dotted line gives the desired figure and the solid line gives the figure 





Figure errors after differential coating runs
Slope errors after differential coating runs
From:
A preferential coating 
technique for fabricating 
large, high quality optics 
S.G. Alcock, S. Cockerton,

























































Vertical chamber for 
segmented optics 






















































Simulations show that for full shell optic need < 10MPa 
stress to get < 1 arcsec optic. Set up dedicated system 
to characterize coating stresses.
Preliminary measurements showing coating stress 
versus deposition rate at fixed gas pressure. Inset 










































































































































































































































• Lighter-weight Chandra 
approach to x-ray optics  
…. preserves the inherent 
stiffness of full-shell 
geometry.
• Use new developments in 
computer-controlled 
polishing machines to 
directly fabricate a thin-
shell optic
• Goal is to demonstrate 5 
arcsec resolution in 2 
years, then explore what 
limits may be possible

















Challenge: Supporting glass during fabrication … the glass can easily be broken by polishing 
stresses
Table below shows results of finite element analysis of a simply-supported glass shell being 
polished with a bonnet force of 1N (~ 100g). Stress is given for 9 positions along shell length.













1 1.2 0.02 11 0.3
2 4.4 1.0 25 14
3 3.7 1.7 25 19
4 4.0 2.2 27 24
5 4.5 2.9 31 31
6 4.9 3.5 34 38
7 5.2 4.4 36 48
8 5.4 5.2 37 58
9 6.1 7.5 42 82 20
FullShellDirectFabrication
Solution: Support glass over whole length during fabrication
Multiple contact points would reduce stress but could lead to print-through. Use a support 
‘fluid’ to restrain thin shell while under fabrication
ThinShell
Backing
Material
Gaptofill
withsupport
‘fluid’ 21
FullShellDirectFabrication
Challenge:Supportingglassduringmetrology
Needtoknowthetruefigureoftheshell.Polishingfixturewilldistortshellatsomelevel.
Solution:touseametrologymountthatpreservesthenativeshellfigure(mountistermeda
‘whiffletree’).
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DirectFabrication– CurrentStatus
ThickShell
• Allfixturing hasbeencompletedandwearereadytostartthickshellfabrication
Thinshell
• Designsforfixturing formetrologyandpolishingarenearingcompletion
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